A surface loop array for in vivo small animal MRI/fMRI on 7T human scanners.
Small animals such as non-human primate (NHP) and rodent are valuable models in frontier neuroscience researches, and comparative research between the animal model and human is helpful to understand and reveal the functional brain circuits in cognition and underlying mechanism in psychological disease. Small animals can be trained or anesthetized to endure long-term and multiple imaging scans; however, the concomitant needs in subcortical structure and function investigations pose major challenges in, e.g. spatial resolution, scan time efficiency, spatial/temporal signal-to-noise-ratio, as well as apparatus mechanical fixation. In addition, comparative investigations across species are also expected to be conducted under similar physical environment (such as the main magnetic field strength, RF pulse shape, sequence protocols, gradient waveform, system stability, etc in MRI), in order to avoid possible deviation in signal detection under different platforms, as well as to reduce experiment complexity. We have proposed a novel 5-channel surface coil that is equipped on 7T human MRI scanners and designed for small animal structural and functional MRI. Through a series of in vivo experiments over an anesthetized rat and macaque, the presented coil shows its main characteristics in, i.e. flexible coil mounting, reduced FOV, high temporal SNR, and parallel imaging capability. Such design is able to compensate the relatively lower gradient slew rate of human scanners versus those with smaller bores, and thus effectively facilitates in vivo microscopic structural MR images being obtained within a shortened and safe period of anesthesia; besides, it also enables high-resolution functional MRI (i.e. spin-echo based) being achieved with reasonable temporal resolution, distortion level and functional contrast.